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ABSTRACT We analyzed transmission electron micrographs of human lung mast cells by 
digitized planimetry and point counting to determine the cross-sectional areas of two distinct 
cytoplasmic organelles: specific granules and lipid bodies. Specific granules have a limiting 
membrane and often contain one or more cylindrical scroll-like inclusions. By contrast, lipid 
bodies are on average much larger than granules and lack both limiting membranes and 
inclusions. The measured cross-sectional areas of lipid bodies and scroll-containing granules 
were converted to equivalent volumes, and the noise in the frequency distribution of these 
volumes was smoothed using a moving bin technique. This analysis revealed (a) a periodic, 
multimodal distribution of granule equivalent volumes in which the modes fell at volumes 
that were integral multiples of the volume defined by the first mode (the "unit volume"), and 
(b) a modal granule equivalent volume frequency that occurred at a magnitude equal to four 
"unit volumes." Thus, specific granules appear to be composed of units of a narrowly fixed 
volume. Furthermore, the mean volume of intragranule inclusions was 0.0061 #3, a value very 
similar to that calculated for the "unit volume" (0.0071 u3). This result suggests that each "unit 
volume" comprising the individual scroll-type granules contains (or is capable of generating 
or accommodating) a single scroll-like inclusion. In contrast to the specific granules, mast cell 
lipid bodies lack a periodic, multimodal volume distribution. Taken together, these findings 
suggest that the volumes of human lung mast cell granules and lipid bodies are regulated by 
distinct mechanisms. 

The volume of rat mast cell cytoplasmic granules exhibits a 
periodic, multimodal distribution in which the modes repre- 
sent successively larger integral multiples of the volume at the 
first mode (14). One model to account for this finding is that 
rat mast cell granules are composed of an integral number of 
units ("unit granules") whose volume is defined by the first 
mode in the granule volume distribution. 

If correct, this model defines a previously unappreciated 
aspect of mast cell secretory granule structure, with potentially 
important implications for the understanding of mechanisms 
regulating the size of these organelles. We now have tested 

this model by analyzing human lung mast cells. Human mast 
cells are particularly suitable for morphometric studies of 
granule organization. Unlike rat mast cell granules, whose 
content appears homogeneously electron dense, human mast 
cell granules often have discernible substructural elements, 
such as scrolMike inclusions (2, 8, 12, 16). We reasoned that 
quantitative analysis of these inclusions might reveal aspects 
of mast cell granule organization that were inaccessible in the 
rat. Also, human mast cells differ from rat mast cells in 
containing numerous cytoplasmic lipid bodies (or "lipid drop- 
lets", as cited in references 7, 8, and 12). Lipid bodies generally 
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are much larger than specific granules and may be distin- 
guished from granules by their lack of a limiting membrane 
and by their homogeneously electron-dense content. By anal- 
ogy to the lipid bodies of adipocytes (10), we expected that 
the size of mast cell lipid bodies might depend upon the 
gradual accumulation and/or loss of cellular lipid, a natural 
history unlikely to give these structures a periodic, multimodal 
volume distribution. We therefore examined lipid bodies as a 
potential "control" organelle whose analysis might provide a 
counterpoint to our quantitative studies of the specific cyto- 
plasmic granules. 

In this report, we present evidence supporting the notion 
that human mast cell granules are composed of integral units, 
and show that this model does not account for the volume 
distribution of mast cell cytoplasmic lipid bodies. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mast Cells: To isolate human lung mast cells, we dispersed single cells 
from lung fragments by incubation with the proteases Pronase, cbymopapain, 
collagenase, and elastase as previously described (8, 22). These preparations (2- 
10% mast cells) were purified further by countercurrent centrifugation elutria- 
tion (22), in some cases followed by centrifugation over discontinuous Percoll 
gradients. A "100% PercoU" solution was prepared by mixing 9 parts Pereoll 
and 1 part (vol/vol) 10x Hanks' balanced salt solution (GIBCO Laboratories, 
Grand Island, NY). This Hanks' balanced salt solution (GIBCO Laboratories) 
was then used to prepare 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80% Percoll solutions by dilution 
with Ix Hanks' solution. Then we suspended 10-20 million cells in I ml of 
"100% Percoll" and pipetted them into the bottom of a 12 x 100-ram Falcon 
test tube; on top of this we carefully layered 0.8 ml each orS0, 70, 60, 50, and 
finally 40% Pereoll. These preparations were then centrifuged at 1,400 rpm 
(400 g) at 27"C for 10 min. Cells at each interface were collected separately for 
determination of cell number and viability. Mast cells were washed with a 

buffer composed of 25 mM piperazine-N,N'-bis-2-ethanesulfonic acid (Sigma 
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), 140 mM NaCI, 6 mM KCI, 0.003% human 
serum albumin (Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, IN), and 0.1% glucose. The 
experiments reported here were performed with preparations containing 20- 
74% mast cells. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy: Cells isolated from three 
different patients were fixed in suspension (8, 9), postfixed in collidine-buffered 
osmium tetroxide, stained en bloc in uranyl acetate, dehydrated in a graded 
series of alcohols, and embedded in Epon (6) as previously described (8). 
Specimens were examined in a Phillips 400 electron microscope (8). Photomi- 
crographs of 65 mast cells printed at a final magnification of 20,000x were 
used for quantitative analysis. 

Quantitative Analysis of Mast Cell Granules and Lipid Bod- 
ies: The rationale of our analytical approach has been described in detail 
(1,1). Briefly, we wished to test the hypothesis that mast cell granules are 
composed of variable numbers of discrete units. If this model is correct, and if 
the individual discrete units have a narrowly fixed volume (which we refer to 
operationally as the "unit volume"), then the volumes of individual granules 
would vary as integral multiples of the "unit volume." The most straightforward 
way to test this model would be to measure the volume of individual mast cell 
granules directly. As this approach was not possible, we instead characterized 
the volumes of mast cell granules using direct measurements of their cross- 
sectional areas as revealed in electron micrographs. For structures whose shape 
approximates that of a sphere (as does the shape of human lung mast cell 
granules), measurements of organelle cross-sectional areas may be converted to 
their "equivalent sphere volumes," and the results used to generate a histogram 
showing the frequency distribution of the "equivalent volumes" (14, 15, 27). A 
standard data smoothing method which has enjoyed widespread use in the 
physical and biological sciences (the "moving bin" technique, as in references 
14, 18, 19, 23, and 24) is then applied to reveal true peaks in the equivalent 
volume frequency distribution. It is important to emphasize that while this 
approach can accurately determine that a particular population of spherical 
structures contains multiple subpopulations whose volumes vary by integral 
amounts, neither it nor any other currently available method (1, 23, 26) can 
reveal the precise relative frequency of each of the subpopulations. 

Selection of mast cells for preparation of photomicrographs was based on 
quality of preservation of cell structure. Most images of mast cells (e.g., Fig. 1) 

FIGURE 1 (a) Mast cell purified from human lung. Note the many cytoplasmic granules and the larger, homogeneously electron- 
dense lipid bodies (arrows). (b and c) Higher power electron micrographs illustrate cytoplasmic lipid bodies (arrows) and granules 
with scroll-like inclusions cut in cross section (empty arrowheads) or longitudinally (filled arrowheads). Bars, 0.5/~m. (a) x 12,600; 
(b) x 27,000; (c) x 35,000. 
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included part of the nucleus and one or more cytoplasmic lipid bodies; all 
included multiple specific cytoplasmic granules. Human mast cell granules 
may exhibit a variety of substructural patterns (2, 8, 12, 16). An individual 
mast cell may contain some granules with one substructural pattern and some 
with others, but in most cases granules of one particular pattern predominate. 
In our material, most mast cells had granule populations primarily of the 
"scroll" substructure (Fig. 1). For the work reported here, we restricted the 
quantitative analysis to mast cells with a predominantly scroll-type granule 
substructure (-90% of the mast cells present). In each mast cell photographed, 
every unequivocally identifiable cytoplasmic granule and cytoplasmic lipid 
body was analyzed. 

As an expression of organelle shape, we determined the distribution of 
granule or lipid body axial ratios and compared them with the distributions 
expected for ideal prolate or oblate spheroids (spheroids extended or flattened 
at the poles, respectively) with an axial ratio of 2. Organelle axial ratios were 
determined by using a MOP-3 digitizer (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY) 
interfaced to an HP86 computer (Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA) to 
record organelle perimeter, profile area (A), and largest diameter (major axis = 
a). The length of the minor axis (b) was calculated according to the formula b 
= 4A/~ra.  Both granules and lipid bodies had mean axial ratios ( b / a )  of ~1.3 
(see below) and as a result were treated as spheres for purposes of volume 
calculations ( 15, 27). 

To estimate granule, lipid body, nucleus, and cell volumes, we first deter- 
mined their profile areas (A) by digitized planimetry as described above, then 
calculated the mean diameters of individual profiles (d) from the areas (d --- 
2 A , ~ ) .  The mean of these profile diameters (d) was then calculated and used 
to calculate the mean organelle diameter (13 = 4d/Tr) (see references 20 and 
27). This value was confirmed by the Fullman method (11), in which /3 is 
estimated from the harmonic mean profile diameter (/3 ~ N 7r/2 (l/dr + l/d2 

TABLE I 

Quantitative Comparisons of Human Lung Mast Cell Cytoplasmic 
Granules and Lipid Bodies* 

Character ist ic Granules Lipid bodies 

Axial ratio 1.32 _ 0.10 1,21 4- 0.14 
Vo lume (9) (~3) 0.025 + 0.008 0,38 4- 0.18 
Nv (U/# 3 o f  cytoplasm) 4.39 _ 0.21 0,23 _ 0.02 
U/cel l  1352 _+ 81 71 4- 5 

* Determination of axial ratios, 9, and Nv based on an analysis of 24 mast cells 
(for granules) or 65 mast cells (for lipid bodies). The cellular volume (391 _..+. 
20 #2) and nuclear volume (83 _ 5 #3) were calculated by analyzing 150 
mast cell profiles (see Materials and Methods). Data are shown as mean _-. 
SEM. 

+ . . .  + 1/d~),  where N = number of profiles). The mean organdie or cell 
volume (0) was then calculated from the mean profile area (.4) using the Weibel 
and Gomez (25) formula: ? = 1.4(/T) a/2' and confirmed by ~ = 7r133/6. 

Volume fraction (V,) of organelles was estimated from their areas as deter- 
mined by point counting using a screen of 1 point/cm 2 (27). The numerical 
organelle density (Nv) was determining using the mean of values generated by 
two methods: that of DeHoff and Rhines (5) ( N ,  = N , , /D)  and that of Loud et 
al. (17) (N, = V,/~,). Organelle area density (No) was calculated by dividing the 
number of all observed granules by the total cytoplasmic area. 

To determine whether granule or lipid body volumes were distributed in a 
multimodal fashion, we analyzed their sizes by the "moving bin" method (14, 
18, 19, 21,24). For this analysis, the measured organelle profile areas were first 
transformed into equivalent sphere units (v = 4*r[d/213/3). A primary histogram 
was then constructed showing the number of organdies recorded at various 
equivalent volumes. The noise in this frequency distribution was then smoothed 
by plotting histograms showing the linear sums of the frequencies recorded for 
all volumes occurring between values differing by a fixed amount (the "bin 
size"), calculated as the bin was moved sequentially in small fixed increments 
(the "bin increment") over the entire range of recorded equivalent volumes. 
We analyzed the primary histogram of organelle equivalent volumes using at 
least six different combinations of bin sizes and bin increments, and recorded 
the data as histograms using a HP 7470 plotter (Hewlett-Packard Co.). In this 
method, peaks in the frequency distribution are considered real if they appear 
at approximately the same location irrespective of bin size (14, 18, 19, 21). lfa 
multimodal distribution is revealed, its periodicity (which defines the size of 
the "unit volume") is extrapolated as the mean of the intermodal spaces. 

To estimate the volume of the scroll-like granule inclusions, we assumed 
that their shape approximated that of an ideal cylinder. This assumption is 
consistent both with the results of previous ultrastructural analyses of these 
inclusions (2, 8, 12, 16) as well as with inspection of our own photomicrographs 
(Fig. 1). We determined the cross-sectional area (A,) of all scrolls that presented 
nearly circular profiles, i.e., were sectioned perpendicular to their long axis (Fig. 
I b), and the length (1) of all scrolls sectioned along their long axis (Fig. I b). 
Scroll cross-sectional areas and lengths were plotted as histograms, and the 
mean scroll volume (v,) was calculated according to the formula v, = .4,T. 

RESULTS 

Analysis of the axial ratios of cytoplasmic granules (mean 
axial ratio - 1.3) and lipid bodies (mean axial ratio ~ 1.2) 
confirmed that these organelles are similar in shape, with 
configurations more closely approximating those of ideal 
prolates than ideal oblates. Mast cells contained 20-fold more 
granules than lipid bodies, but lipid bodies greatly exceeded 
granules in mean size (Table I). 
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TABLE II 

Estimates of Unit Volume (v,)* of Human Lung Mast Cell Volumes 

Mode Bin size (/~3): 0.0020 0.0028 0.0025 0.0035 0.0024 0.0042 

(no.) Bin increment (#3): 0.0004 0.0004 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0006 

1 0.0060 0.0068 0.0065 0.0070 0.0060 0.0066 
2 0.0064 0.0070 0.0080 0.0080 0.0081 0.0084 
3 0.0077 0.0077 0.0078 0.0074 0.0059 0.0059 
4 0.0068 0.0067 0.0068 0.0068 0.0079 0.0080 
5 0.0074 0.0044 0.0074 0.0068 0.0073 0.0073 
M 0.0069 0.0071 0.0073 0.0074 0.0070 0.0072 
± SEM 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0005 0.0005 

* The unit volume (Vl) was calculated by determining the volume defined by the mode of each successive peak (V,-Vs) in the granule equivalent volume 
distributions, as revealed by analysis with the indicated bin sizes and bin increments. The volume identified by the mode of each peak then was divided by 
the number of that peak to calculate Vl for each peak (Vl = V,,/x). The mean + SEM of Vl (the grand v,) calculated from the mean values obtained using the 
six different combinations of bin size and bin increment = 0.0071 + 0.0001 /~3. 

The area distribution of lipid body profiles, and two typical 
moving bin analyses of the corresponding lipid body equiva- 
lent volume distribution, are shown in Fig. 2. Moving bin 
analyses using six different bin sizes and three different bin 
increments did not reveal a multimodal distribution of lipid 
body equivalent volumes. By contrast, analysis of cytoplasmic 
granules clearly demonstrated a periodic, multimodal volume 
distribution. Fig. 3 graphically presents the results of moving 
bin analyses of granule equivalent volume distribution using 
two different combinations of bin size and bin increment. 
The same results were obtained with all 10 combinations of 
bin size and bin increment tested; the data from six of these 
analyses, including the two shown in Fig. 3, are summarized 
in Table II. Note that the peaks in the granule equivalent 
volume distribution occurred at nearly identical intervals for 
all the separate analyses (v~ = 0.0069-0.0074 3 ;  grand v~ = 
0.0071 ± 0.0001 #3), confirming that the peaks in the volume 
distribution were real. The validity of the peaks was also 
confirmed by the observation that they occurred in the same 
location when the entire granule population (prints derived 

from all three patients) or subpopulations (prints from each 
of the three patients taken individually) were analyzed sepa- 
rately (data not shown). As shown in Fig. 3, the modal 
frequency of the granule equivalent volumes occurred at v4 
(0.028 u3). 

The dimensions of individual intragranule scrolls are shown 
in Fig. 4. The mean volume of these structures was 0.0061 
~3. 

DISCUSSION 

The volume distribution of human lung mast cell cytoplasmic 
granules exhibits multiple modes. A similar finding was ob- 
tained with rat peritoneal mast cell granules (14). In both 
studies, the results satisfied criteria identifying periodic vol- 
ume distributions that reflect real characteristics of the granule 
populations and not merely random variation due to insuffi- 
cient sampling of a population of organelles exhibiting a 
continuous and smooth size distribution (14, 18, 19). Thus, 
the modes of successive peaks fell at magnitudes representing 
integral multiples of the mode for the smallest peak, the 
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FIGURE 4

	

Histograms showing the lengths of all intragranule scrolls
cut in longitudinal section, and the cross-sectional areas of all scrolls
cut in perpendicular . Ten mast cells were analyzed .

spacing between adjacent peaks was constant and was equiv-
alent to the volume defined by the mode ofthe smallest peak,
and the positions of the peaks remained constant when the
data were analyzed using multiple (in our case, 10) different
combinations of bin sizes and bin increments . In addition,
the positions of the peaks were independent ofthe size ofthe
granule population measured.

Several models of granule formation and/or enlargement
could account for a periodic, multimodal granule volume
distribution . One hypothesis would be that the Golgi region
produces granules of different sizes whose volumes vary as
the integral multiple of the smallest volume. Another hypoth-
esis, which we find rather more attractive, is that granules
progressively enlarge by the addition of units whose volume
corresponds to that ofthe smallest mode (the "unit volume") .
Put differently, this model postulates that mast cell granule
growth continues even after the formation of the primary or
"unit" granule (by progranule fusion) (3, 4, 13) in the Golgi
region .

In rat peritoneal mast cells, the only evidence compatible
with granule-granule fusion that was evident from inspection
of the electron photomicrographs was the occurrence of oc-
casional pear- or dumbbell-shaped granules (14) . In human
lung mast cells, however, even granules with roughly circular
profiles often contained one or more discrete substructural
"units" : cylindrical, scroll-like inclusions (2, 8, 12, 16) . On a
hunch that the volume of these inclusions might bear some
relationship to that of the "unit volume," we directly mea-
sured all scrolls cut in favorable planes of section . Although
the scrolls exhibited considerable individual variation, partic-
ularly in length (Fig . 4), their mean volume (0.0061 lu') closely
corresponded to that calculated for the "unit volume" (0.0071
w') . The precise relationship between the scroll-like inclusion
and the "unit granule" remains to be determined . One possi-
bility is that the putative "unit granule" contains material
sufficient, under appropriate circumstances, to generate a
single scroll . However, the scroll does not represent an oblig-
atory and/or unchangeable feature of the human lung mast
cell "unit granule," because most mast cells have at least some
granules which appear devoid of these structures (2, 8, 12,
16) .
In addition to specific cytoplasmic granules, human lung

mast cells also contain cytoplasmic lipid bodies. Although
these two organelles are similar in shape, lipid bodies are
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distinguishable from cytoplasmic granules by their generally
larger size, by their lack ofa limiting membrane, and by their
homogeneously dense appearance in electron micrographs .
Mast cell lipid bodies also differ from cytoplasmic granules in
biochemistry and behavior during anti-IgE-induced degran-
ulation (8) . The data presented here reveal another difference
between cytoplasmic granules and lipid bodies : lipid bodies
lack a periodic, multimodal size distribution . This finding is
consistent with the view that the volume of individual lipid
bodies is determined by the gradual augmentation and/or
mobilization oftheir lipid content (10) .
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